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METAL DETECTORS AND CARDIAC DEVICES - 
A FREE PASS?
By Brian Buschman, MD, LCDR US Public Health Service

ne of the eternal issues faced by correctional 
physicians is having to juggle providing 
medical care within the limitations of a 

correctional setting. One of the more common tools 
used to maintain an orderly running of the institution is 
the metal detectors. In the case of the “U.S. penitentiary” 
where I practice, inmates pass through metal detectors 
countless times in a routine day.

When I started nearly a decade ago, I was asked to 
provide medical duty passes advising that inmates 
had a rod in their femur or that pacemaker in their 
chest so that my custody colleagues would know to 
expect a given inmate to be unable to clear the metal 
detector. I was pleased when we later turned to using 
a networked set of metal detectors where each inmate 
with any metal on their person is “profiled” in the 
system, by walking through the arch of the detector 
6-10 times and the system maps any metal within 
their body. For the remainder of their time in the 
prison, when that individual walks through the metal 
detectors it should only alert if the amount of metal 
on that person has changed.

This has been wonderful at helping to cut down on 
smuggling of metallic contraband hidden near areas 
of the body where inmates have implanted metal. This 
has also introduced the question, can pacemakers and 
implanted cardiac defibrillators (ICDs) pass through 
these machines? Prior to these types of detectors being 

placed into use this was a moot point since any patient 
would be known to the officers as someone who cannot 
clear the metal detector and would then be pat searched 
more frequently.

At least monthly I have a patient arrive into my facility 
with a pacemaker or an ICD, and most have been told 
they should not pass through the metal detectors with 
the devices. On researching the topic there are over 30 
manufactures of pacemakers and ICDs worldwide, but 
three companies represent nearly 60% of cardiac device 
sales by revenue and have made every cardiac device  
I have seen in my prison career. These are Medtronic,  
St. Jude Medical, and Boston Scientific.

All three of these publish patient information on their 
websites that can be summarized by saying they are 
believed to be safe for either walkthrough or handheld 
metal detectors but recommend that patients not linger 
within the arch and request security personal not hold  
a handheld scanner director over the device.I, II, III

Due to reports of possible device interference by metal 
detectors, a group of German researchers conducted 
a study published in 2011 on 388 patients with 
pacemakers or ICDs. They interrogated the pacemakers, 
then held a handheld metal detector, set at its strongest 
power, over the device for 30 seconds and then 
interrogated them again. In their study they did not find  
a single case of device malfunction or reprogramming. 
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it took to build a good telemedicine program, but we lacked some of 
the essential resources for a quality program. There was no encryption 
of our teleconferencing system. We did not have an electronic 
medical record, so consents, orders, and consults had to be faxed 
back and forth. Telemedicine did not fulfill all of our needs. Today, 
with have more affordable encrypted software, electronic records, 
digital peripherals, and trained staff to make the experience secure 
and reliable. With those issues solved, we still have staffing problems. 
The University of Arizona and the University of Oklahoma both have 
developed advanced telehealth programs to serve the need of rural 
patients in their respective states. Their drawbacks include not serving 
sites outside of their states and not focusing on the specific needs of 
the correctional population. In addition, due to concerns of patient 
privacy, and the lack of wisdom and insight, several government 
agencies still don’t allow telemedicine as a viable alternative to in-
house physician care. Therefore, many agencies have turned to  
locum tenens companies to provide on-site services. 

Over the past 4 years, I have created an in house locums tenens team 
of 10 correctional providers. They have multiple state licenses and 
clearances by many state and federal partners. They have learned the 
specific documentation requirements of each governmental agency, 
corporate policies, NCCHC, ACA, PBDNS, and other detention 
standards. This group deploys to facilities when in house services 
are required. This solution has allowed for decreased fines from 
government partners, less anxiety from health care administrators  
and better overall medical care because of experienced staff. An 
in-house medical team is one of the solutions, but I am sure there 
are other options available. We would love to hear your personal 
experiences. We encourage you to share your thoughts with us by 
sending your ideas to: christine@accpmed.org.

ue to the lack of available staffing resources, health care systems 
have had to adapt to deliver medical services to rural areas. The 
federal and state governments have offered loan repayments 

and other incentives to attract new physicians in underserved areas. 
Corrections is no different. In addition to the problems faced by the health 
care system in the general population, we have the added stigma of the 
threat of violence, the perception of unpleasant working conditions and a 
difficult patient population. Moreover, we have two different problems, 
both long-term and short-term. The long-term problem is that for decades, 
even centuries, prisons have been located in rural areas where there 
is a dearth of professional talent rendering staffing a challenge. The 
short-term problem is the acute need that can arise due to a physician 
retiring, termination or having to go on a long leave. In these instances, 
telemedicine can be a great asset to your arsenal but it does not solve all 
the problems. There is also a need for seasoned correctional physicians 
able to fill the voids when the need arises.

As correctional facilities are often located in rural areas, many 
government agencies had job openings for months and in some cases 
even years waiting to hire medical talent. Inmate lawsuit victories in 
the 1960’s through the 1980’s made the nation aware of poor medical 
care conditions for the incarcerated. Patients deserved quality care, 
but where could we find qualified medical professionals? In the late 
1970’s, with the surge of private companies, promises to hire and staff 
correctional medical departments had government partners excited 
about the possibility of solving this long-term issue. Today, the medical 
services in about half of all correctional facilities are privatized. Still 
both private and public entities continue to have the problem of finding 
quality physicians. 

The use of telemedicine has proven to be an important asset in the 
delivery of quality medical care for some by solving the problem of 
lack of qualified professionals and staff retention. In 2002, I was the 
medical director of a state prison system. We had one correctional 
medical facility that served the entire state. I used the central office 
video conferencing equipment to screen patients for outpatient surgery 
consults and those who might be fit for our inpatient unit. I knew what 

SOLVING THE PROBLEM OF RURAL  

HEALTH CARE IN CORRECTIONS
By Keith Ivens MD, FACCP

D

An earlier German study from 2003 had also been completed 
on 348 patients with pacemakers or ICDs using walk through 
metal detectors.  They were asked to walk back and forth several 
times, then pause within the arch for 20 seconds, and finally turn 
to make sure their chest was towards the transmitting side. As in 
2011 study, there was no interruption in pacing, rhythm detection, 
reprogramming or other malfunction of the device.

Given this information it is clear there is minimal risk of harm (if  
any) to patients with implanted cardiac devices from metal detecting 
security systems with an exposure much longer than what is used 
in real life. On the other hand, there is a very high risk to safety of 
both staff and inmates if metallic contraband goes undetected. When 
considering these risks and benefits, this author has implemented  
a policy of no longer writing medical passes requesting custody 
to allow patients to bypass normal security procedures. I did 
communicate with institution’s captain and recommended that he 
instruct his staff not to hold a stationary metal detector directly  
over these devices.

Metal Detectors and Cardiac Devices - A Free Pass? from Page 1...
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HEARING  

“PRISON VOICES”
By Rebecca Lubelczyk, MD, FACCP, CCHP-P

t one of prisons I work at, they have a program called “Prison 
Voices” whereby high school students from the area have a 
scheduled day to go to the prison and hear stories that some  

of our patients tell. The patients are screened, coached by fellow inmate 
mentors, and chosen to be part of the program which allows them to 
talk about the choices they made which usually includes ones that led 
them to prison. The students are allowed to ask questions of the panel 
which consists of about six inmates, along with a moderator who is also 
an inmate. The interaction takes place in the visiting room in full view 
of several correctional staff members and the chaperones.

I’ve never attended a presentation in the past, but I have passed by the 
high school students waiting in the lobby as their teacher instructs them 
on all the security protocols they will be expected to follow. The teacher 
is usually holding open a locker so that all cellphones, jewelry, wallets, 
keys, etc. can be stored until after the presentation. The chatter is one  
of nervous giggles and banter as the group gets ready to go to a place 
that most, if not all, have only seen in the movies.

Recently, I had the opportunity to organize and attend such a presentation. 
I volunteer with at boy scout troop and a handful of scouts were working 
on their Crime Prevention merit badge. One of the requirements was to 
get a tour of a prison/jail/detention center. I willingly worked with the 
prison administration to set up a “Prison Voices” presentation for the 
troop. Anyone over the age of 13 could attend. Apparently, it was an 
appealing opportunity for the troop because I had fifteen scouts sign  
up and more than enough chaperone volunteers. I had to create a  
waitlist as I was limited by the security measures I had to follow. 
Apparently, prison is a desirable place to visit when you know  
you can leave.

As we grouped together in the parking lot to enter the outer control 
lobby, there was nervous chatter with a dose of excited anticipation.  
This time, I was the teacher holding the locker door open yelling out  
all the items that had to be secured before we lined up to go through  
the pedestrian trap. 

Their heightened anxiety was almost palpable as they entered the visiting 
room. From one who is very comfortable behind bars, I could understand 
how staff and inmates can detect that level of uncomfortableness of those 
who aren’t. However, once the presentation started, that nervousness 
quickly dissipated. The moderator was energetic, engaging, personable, 
and looked like a real person – not the image of a hardened criminal. It 
took one scout to ask the moderator if he was an inmate for everyone  
in the audience to realize he too was serving time. He let the panel of  
5 other inmates share their stories. Most of them were 20-year-olds 
serving a range of sentences, one of which was natural life. One older 
inmate shared his, disclosing how he ended up with a life sentence,  
but was eligible for parole.

The stories really hit us. How easy it was to make a wrong decision 
(sometimes even for what appeared to be the right reason at the time) 
and then go down a path that was hard to veer from. The chaperones 
were fully engaged, seemed to sympathize with the inmates, and some 
(yes, I was one) were brought to tears about the regrets that they shared.

Then came questions and answers. The moderator told us we could ask 
anything….anything. The scouts got that uncomfortable look about 

them again but the chaperones jumped in with several inquisitions. 
Finally, one scout raised his hand. When I realized it was my oldest son, 
my mother’s pride swelled within me – yes, it’s my kid that’s going to 
ask a thoughtful, insightful question!

“So, what’s the food really like?” 

Not quite the academic postulation I was hoping for. The moderator 
laughed. He admitted that he did say they could ask anything. After the 
food discussion, my younger son raised his hand. Please redeem me,  
I thought. Let’s hear a concise, thought-provoking question.

“Can I pet your dog?”

Crestfallen. I was crestfallen. That was until the inmate walked the 
seeing-eye dog that he was training up to each scout (once the officer 
nodded to him that it was okay to approach the scouts). Each scout 
eagerly reached out to pat the dog as he was led down the row. I 
realized then how my scout single-handedly broke down that invisible 
wall that kept “us” separated from “them”. Afterall, they are just people, 
just like the chaperones, and the kids are just kids, and nearly all kids 
like dogs.

The scouts and the chaperones raved about their experience to the 
other scouts and adults at the next troop meeting. Someone suggested 
that I organize a presentation every year since they found it so 
valuable. A week later, I got an email from two of the chaperones.  
They had both seen the same story in the news. The older inmate  
had made parole and would be released within a few days. They  
were so excited for him and wanted to share the good news with  
me. It made me wonder how their reaction would have been had  
they heard the same news without the context that they now had.  
Would they have been so happy for him or would their thoughts  
have gone to the family of the victim, which is what many of us  
think of when we hear about parole and early releases.

Opinions were changed that evening and new perspectives made. The 
program did what it was designed to do. Those men have gone through 
some things no one should ever have to endure and they talked about 
it openly without excuses. My troop and I will not soon forget that 
experience and hopefully be better for it.

A

Educational Committee hard at work planning next conference
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THE EVOLUTION OF GENDER IDENTITY - RELATED LITIGATION  

IN CORRECTIONS
By Carrie Stafford, J.D.

enturies ago, our society rejected the notion of cruel and unusual 
punishment as stated in the Eighth Amendment. To understand 
how much the Eighth Amendment has evolved, this article will 

explain how Supreme Court cases laid out the standard for deliberate 
indifference and examine how some lower courts have interpreted this 
standard to provide hormone therapy or gender affirming surgery to  
inmates diagnosed with gender dysphoria.
In 1976, the Supreme Court case Estelle 1 gave us the standard for what 
constitutes deliberate indifference to a serious medical need. To determine 
what type of punishment is unconstitutional, the Court looks at “the 
evolving standards of decency that mark the progress of a maturing 
society.” 2 In 1993, this principle became apparent when the Court said  
the inmate must show that the risk at issue is not one that today’s society 
choses to tolerate (examining whether second hand smoke posed a risk  
of future harm to an inmate celled with a heavy smoker). 3 By 1994,  
the Court developed the two part test for deliberate indifference: (1) an 
objective showing of a serious medical need; and, (2) a subjective showing 
of deliberate indifference to that need. 4 Lower courts have consistently 
ruled that gender dysphoria is a serious medical need, so the issue in this 
article is what constitutes the subjective showing of deliberate indifference 
to gender dysphoria.

In 2011, there were two notable circuit court decisions in favor of inmates 
requesting hormone therapy that paved the way for the gender affirming 
surgery cases that followed. In Fields, deliberate indifference was found 
when defendants denied hormone therapy based on a statute banning the 
use of hormones for gender transition. 5 The court rejected defendants’ 
arguments that providing feminizing hormones in a male facility would 
make transgender inmates targets of violence. 6 In Battista, a civil detainee 
was previously convicted of rape, among other crimes, and housed in a 
treatment facility for sex offenders. 7 The defendants argued that providing 
feminizing hormones and clothing in a facility housing sex offenders would 
put her at greater risk for sexual assault and there was nowhere else to 
house her based on her offense. 8 The court ultimately rejected defendants’ 

arguments, in part, due to years of delays since her initial recommendation 
for hormone therapy and other missteps that lead the court to believe 
defendants could not be trusted. 9

In 2012, Kosilek was the first inmate to receive an injunction for gender 
affirming surgery.  Although this ruling was overturned in 2014 by the 
First Circuit en banc, 11 it made headlines and influenced inmates across 
the country to seek judicial assistance in pursuing gender affirming 
surgery because the World Professional Association for Transgender 
Health (WPATH) Standards of Care were cited when determining what was 
medically acceptable. In reversing the injunction, the First Circuit ultimately 
determined there was no deliberate indifference to gender dysphoria 
because the subjective element of deliberate indifference was not present 
when choosing from one of two experts’ acceptable courses of treatment. 
In 2013, a court noted that providing some treatment for gender dysphoria 
may not mean the treatment was constitutionally adequate. 12 This 
determination was in response to a denial for surgery because the inmate 
was provided with hormone therapy and regular counseling. 13 
In 2015, Norsworthy was the second court-ordered injunction for surgery. 
In contrast to Kosilek, the court found deliberate indifference when the 
defendants followed one expert’s opinion over another’s by believing 
that the contrary opinion was sought to avoid surgery. 14 Ultimately, the 
surgery was not provided by the department because she paroled. In 2017, 
Norsworthy received surgery in the community through Medical. 15 
In 2017, the first gender affirming surgery was performed on an inmate  
in California. This was not due to a court ordered injunction, but rather  
a settlement agreement. 16 
In 2018, Mitchell was denied hormone therapy, after waiting over a year  
for an evaluation, because she was scheduled to parole within a few days  
of the denial. 17 The court was concerned about an unwritten policy that  
the inmate must have six months left on her sentence to be eligible for 
hormone treatment. 18

Following society’s standard of decency articulated in Estelle, attention 
cannot focus solely at what is occurring behind bars, but rather an 
understanding of what government funded healthcare allows in the 
community is warranted. In 2010, the U.S. Tax Court ruled to allow 
deductions on federal taxes for hormone therapy and genital surgery. 19 In 
2018, A Medicaid case granted a preliminary injunction to two transgender 
individuals seeking surgery. The court ordered that their claims for surgery 
must be reviewed without relying on an unconstitutional regulation banning 
gender affirming treatment. 20

In conclusion, the standard for what constitutes the subjective element of 
deliberate indifference in gender identity-related litigation is still unclear. 
It is clear that the Eighth Amendment has evolved at a much greater pace 
in this regard during the past decade, than during the centuries since it was 
created. Correctional agencies should pay attention to experts’ opinions 
before concluding that some treatment is enough, and avoid relying on 
security arguments or categorical bans as a reason to deny treatment. 

C

1 Estelle v. Gamble, 429 U.S. 97 (1976).
2 Id. at 102.
3 Helling v. McKinney, 509 U.S. 25, 36 (1993).
4 Farmer v. Brennan, 511 U.S. 825 (1994) articulated the second prong of the test.
5 Fields v. Smith, 653 F.3d. 550 (7th Cir. 2011).
6 Id. at 557.
7 Battista v. Clark, 645 F.3d 449 (1st Cir. 2011)
8 Id. at 451.
9 Id. at 455.
10 Kosilek v. Spencer, 889 F.Supp.2d 190 (1st Cir. 2012).

11 Kosilek v. Spencer, 774 F.3d 63 (1st Cir. 2014).
12 De’lonta v. Johnson, 708 F.3d 520, 526 (4th Cir. 2013).
13 Id. at 522.
14 Norsworthy v. Beard, 87 F.Supp.3d 1164, (Northern District Cal. 2015).
15 https://www.sfgate.com/bayarea/article/Former-California-inmate-finally-has-10924841.php 
16 Quine v. Beard, 3:14-cv-02726-JST (N.D. Cal).
17 Mitchell v. Kallas, 895 F.3d 492 (7th Cir. 2018).
18 Id. at 501.
19  O’Donnabhain v. Commissioner of Internal Revenue, 134 T.C. 34 (2010).  

Her deduction for breast augmentation was not allowed. 
20 Flack v. Wis. Dept. of Health Services, 3:18-cv-00309-wmc (2018).
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THE TRAUMA THAT SURROUNDS US IN THE PRACTICE OF  
CORRECTIONAL MEDICINE  
SUMMARY OF THE 2018 ACCP FALL EDUCATIONAL CONFERENCE
By William Young, MD

he annual session was once again held at the Paris Hotel in 
Las Vegas. The theme was “The Trauma that Surrounds us”, 
which was approached from several directions. 

Mellie Nelson discussed the various physical impairments that 
trauma victims may have. The goal is for inmates with disabilities 
to be housed in the appropriate security section, with free access 
to programs and activities. This would be accomplished by various 
medical devices and prostheses, medication, architectural access, 
policy modifications, and communication aids. 

Caterina Spinaris discussed the psychological trauma of the correctional 
staff. In a violent environment, harsh conditions, work overload, mandatory 
overtime, and an unsympathetic organization’s structure, the correctional 
staff is susceptible to PTSD and depression. They become susceptible 
to personality changes in their professional and personal life, to health 
problems, to suicide during their career and even after retirement. Ms 
Spinaris suggested change must be from the bottom up and the top  
down, and that prevention is important and that recovery is possible. 

Six correctional officers from the Clark County Jail and the Nevada 
DOC participated in a panel discussion of their own trauma and its 
effects. They suggested support groups, debriefing time, a “quiet” 
room that had no apparent jail furnishings, and participation in  
the Police Employee Assistance Program (PEAP). 

During the luncheon Michael DeBerbardi talked about Human 
Trafficking. Both sex trafficking and labor trafficking are accomplished 
by force or fraud or coercion. Substance use was universal and a means 
of control. The statistics are uncertain because of the covert nature, but 
estimates are twenty four to forty million victims and economic impact 
of 32 to 150 billion dollars. Factors that push victims into this are 
trauma, childhood abuse, domestic violence and mental illness. Factors 
that pull victims into this are predators, a judgmental society and  
a distorted sense of belonging. Treatment is complex and requires  
a multidisciplinary approach. 

T

Sharen Barboza
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Sharon Barboza and John Wilson first talked about antecedents to 
the psychological trauma. There are three parts to the reaction of 
trauma: the actual traumatic event, the victims experience of the 
trauma, and the immediate and delayed effects. The trauma destroys 
our belief of trust, our emotions, our sense of well being. It affects 
our spirituality, our physical health, our intellect, our relationships. 
John Wilson discussed both TBI and CTE as well as treatment 
goals. 

Sharon Barboza and John Wilson then suggested an approach to the 
victims: recognizing and minimizing the power dynamics between 
the victim and the provider, respecting the victim, assuming an 
“universal precautions” approach assuming that probably everyone 
is a trauma victim. Sharon offered the acronym “SMILE” which 
meant Slow down, Make eye contact, Inform the victim, Let the 
victim make treatment decisions, and Educate the victim. Sharen 
Barbosa later received the Jaye Anno Award of Excellence  
in Communication. 

We look forward to seeing you in Fort Lauderdale on October 13th. 
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ongratulations to Dr. Tom Lincoln, who received the highest 
award bestowed by the American College of Correctional 
Physicians. The ACCP board reviewed the following letter 

of recommendation and decided that he was an exceptional colleague 
worthy of the award. If you are interested in learning about the Armond 
Start Award, past recipients, and how to nominate someone, please visit 
the ACCP website, www.accpmed.org.

Dear ACCP Executive Committee:

I highly recommend that my colleague, Dr. Thomas Lincoln, MD, 
be considered for the Armond Start Award. I have known Tom for 
twenty-two years, since the time I started in correctional medicine in 
the late 1990’s, as medical director of the Rhode Island Department 
of Corrections and an Assistant Professor of Medicine at Brown 
University. The program Tom has built at the Hampden County 
Correctional Center (HCCC), first under the mentorship of Dr. Tom 
Conklin, and now independently for the past fifteen years, was 
pointed out to me, early in my career, as a national model for health 
care delivery in the context of corrections. I have made a personal 
visit to his jail and the HCCC program has inspired me for years. 

Tom is one of the chief architects of a public health model of 
correctional health care, which takes the zip code of an entrant to the 
jail and has staff affiliated with a Federally Qualified Health Center 
in his or her home area see the patient while they are incarcerated. 
After release, the patient can follow up in the FQHC with staff they 
have already met. It was designed as a model that treats detained 
persons as “individuals temporarily displaced.” Care in the jail and 
in the community is integrated. The program won an Innovations 
in American Government Awards, funded by the Ford Foundation 
and administered by the John F. Kennedy School of Government 
at Harvard University. Several cities have replicated the Hampden 
County model through an independent non-profit organization 
founded to promote the HCCC program: Community Oriented 
Correctional Health Services, which is funded by the Robert Wood 
Johnson Foundation. For more information, see http://www.cochs.org/
about/history.

On the strength of the innovation that Tom and his team has brought 
to correctional health care, I strongly believe he should meet any 
academic medical center’s criteria for “distinction in health care 
delivery.” Approximately 9-10 million Americans enter and leave 
jails each year. Good jail health care promotes the well-being 
of a substantial number of individuals. His model of delivering 
correctional medicine has had a major impact on public health  
policy and practice nationally. 

Regarding scholarship, Tom has published thirty articles in peer-
reviewed journals; on about a third, he is first author. Notable articles 
include his description of the HCCC public health model of correctional 
healthcare, published in the American Journal of Public Health in 1998. 
A follow-up article in AJPH, which described self-reported health of 
jail entrants, has been cited over 200 times. I recently completed a 
systematic review of the world’s literature on smoking in correctional 
settings for Epidemiologic Reviews and Tom’s 2009 study in the 
Journal of Correctional Healthcare of how quickly persons released 

from smoke-free jails 
resume smoking is one 
of the most cited articles 
when authors debate the 
merits of smoking bans 
in correctional facilities. 
I have co-authored a 
handful of papers with 
Tom and found he 
was a writer with high 
standards who made 
solid contributions to  
our team. 

Tom and I both serve 
on the editorial board 
of the Journal of 
Correctional Healthcare, 
the journal of the 
National Commission on 
Correctional Healthcare, 
which is indexed on 
MEDLINE. The Journal of Correctional Healthcare has an audience of 
correctional physicians, mid-level providers and nurses, and focuses on 
healthcare delivery in jails and prisons. Its readership is primarily US but 
a growing number of contributions  
are coming from overseas. 

From his CV, I see Tom has been active in teaching through your 
academic institution. Combining his scholarship and teaching activity, 
he has a very respectable academic reputation. Of note, his specialty 
of correctional healthcare is most relevant to the US, given the fact 
that our nation incarcerates at a rate surpassed by no other country in 
the world. As one in four incarcerated persons globally sits in a US 
facility, most interest in correctional health is in the US. I believe if 
another topic were the focus of the scholarship and practice of my 
colleagues, our achievements would have a more international impact. 
Nonetheless, the reputation of Tom on a national level is strong—he 
is one of the country’s leaders in correctional medicine. 

Tom has made strong and consistent contributions to the American 
College of Correctional Physicians. Most recently he has been a chair 
of the Information Technology (IT) Committee, and was instrumental 
in researching, developing and launching our new website. 

In summary, I highly recommend Dr. Lincoln for this year’s Armond 
Start Award. 
Sincerely, 
 

Anne C. Spaulding MD MPH
Associate Professor of Epidemiology, Rollins SPH
Associate Professor (Joint) of Medicine, Emory School of Medicine
Adjunct Associate Professor of Medicine, Morehouse School  
of Medicine

ARMOND START   

2018 RECIPIENT
By Dr. Thomas Lincoln 
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used to love to going to parties. Sadly, that all changed once I 
became a criminal defense attorney. Below is the conversation 
that I have at every shindig that I’ve attended over the last 10  

or so years.

So what do you for a living?
I’m an attorney
(Invariably dollar signs flash in my new acquaintance’s eyes despite the 
fact that I’m clearly wearing a suit unfit for a rack at Building 19)

Really. What type of law do you practice?
Criminal defense.
(It’s always at that point that I wished I had employed that quintessential 
lawyering skill – lying. All I have to say is bankruptcy law and the topic 
changes)

Huh. So do you try to put people in jail or keep them out?
I try to keep them out. 
(I then strenuously suppress the urge to say – “as was obvious when  
I said criminal defense”)

Have you ever represented someone who you thought might be guilty?
I honestly can’t remember the last time I represented someone who  
I thought was innocent.
What?
(Here we go.)

You represent people even though you know they are guilty?
Every day.

You try to get them off?
Well, not sexually.

What if you win and your client goes out and committed the same crime 
again? Wouldn’t you feel awful? 
Hey, recidivism pays the bills.
You kidding? 
Yes I’m kidding. I actually represent only poor people. 
Why?
A number of reasons. My father claims I discriminate against the rich.
So you’re a public defender?
Sort of. My actual title is “Bar Advocate”. 
Huh?
It means I defend patrons of the Cactus Club and Vox.
You what?
Actually it’s a ridiculous title – it basically means I’m court-appointed

Oh, I thought those were the worst attorneys.
(And then I wait for the inevitable…) 
No offense.
Trust me, you’re not the only one who has that misconception, but the 
fact is some of the best attorneys in the state are court-appointed.

Really, do they get to handle big cases like murders?
Sure.
Have you ever represented anyone charged with murder?
A couple times. Right now I’ve got a guy charged with attempted murder. 
Why didn’t they charge him with murder?
Well, I’m not sure, but my best guess is because the victim didn’t die. 
That’s sort of a prerequisite for murder. I try to tell my clients, “Make 
sure you finish the person off, that way there’s no witness.”
Really?
No not really.

But you actually try to convince a jury that a guy who has killed is 
innocent?
Well, now I do appeals, so a jury has already found my client guilty. I 
then try to convince a higher court to overturn the conviction based on 
something that happened during the trial that shouldn’t have.
So you try to get them off on technicalities?
Otherwise known as constitutional protections.
Tomato – To-mah-to
More like tomato – garbanzo.
Wait a minute. Tomatoes aren’t the same as garbanzos. 
Exactly.

IN DEFENSE OF   

CRIMINAL DEFENSE
By David Barend (reprint from Winter CorrDocs 2015)

WHERE IN THE WORLD 
IS ACCP?

Can you guess where this former maximum security 
prison is?  It housed maximum security inmates on 
this island from 1963-1994.  For additional hints, 
read the information about Casemates Barracks.
Be the first with the correct response and earn  
a beverage at the next ACCP conference 
compliments of your CorrDocs Editor!
Email Rebecca@Lubelczyk.com with your  
final answer!

Continued on Page 10...
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his is an important fact that I have learned from many years 
working in Corrections: Most practitioners in Corrections do not 
understand how Utilization Management in a prison system works. 

They misunderstand what the goal of the UM process is, they misunderstand 
the process of submitting requests and they misunderstand how decisions 
are made. It took me a full three years of working in a prison system before 
I wrapped my head around how UM was supposed to function. The reason 
for this (I believe) is twofold: first, UM within a correctional system is 
fundamentally different than UM in the outside world and second, new 
incoming correctional practitioners are not taught how to make UM  
requests properly.

To show how it is different than Utilization Management in a typical HMO 
in the outside world, let’s say that I am a Primary Care Practitioner who 
wants to order an MRI on one of my patients. I can’t just order the MRI, 
of course. I would have to get it pre-authorized. To do that, I would submit 
paperwork to the patient’s insurance company explaining why I wanted to 
do the procedure. Someone would review my paperwork, but I would no 
idea who this person might be. It could be a physician, or it could be a nurse 
referring to written standards for approval, such as InterQual. Whoever that 
person was, they would either approve payment for the procedure or deny it. 

Notice several important things about this interaction:

1.  I do not know the person who is reviewing the request I sent in. They 
do not know me.

2.  If the UM reviewer denies the request, that does not mean I can’t do 
the procedure—it just means that the insurance company will not pay 
for it. The patient can still have the procedure done if they want to pay 
for it out of their own pocket.

3.  If I disagree with a UM denial, I cannot call and talk directly to the 
individual who made that decision. I would have to write a formal 
written appeal. All communications are formally written.

4.  The UM reviewer (whoever that is) does not comment on the case 
other than approving or denying the request I made. They never say, 
for example, “Instead of ordering an MRI, have you considered this 
. . .?” This is not a friendly collaboration. It is an impersonal request 
for payment. That’s all. It is as impersonal as using Paypal to buy 
something online.

Now consider the same request for an MRI in a prison system. Even 
though it is called by the same name as the outside process (“Utilization 
Management”), Correctional UM is an entirely different animal. First, if I 

again am the Primary Care Practitioner at the site requesting an MRI, I know 
the physician who is going to review my request. We probably communicate 
all the time in other matters, such as committee meetings, site visits, etc. 
Shoot, we may have had beers together after a conference! 

Second, I know that the physician who reviews the case will not simply 
“deny” the request. If she does not approve the request, she must instead 
send back an “Alternative Treatment Plan” (ATP), which is what she thinks 
I should do instead of an MRI. In other words, the process has become a 
discussion about the proper care to be provided to this particular patient.  
We are, in fact, collaborating. In outside UM, there is no collaboration.  
I am asking “Will you pay for this MRI?” The answer is either yes or no; 
nothing more. In corrections, I am really asking my physician reviewer 
“What do you think about his case? Should I do an MRI?” The answer  
could be “Great idea! Go ahead.” On the other hand, an ATP is the same 
thing as saying “We need to talk about this case.”

At this point, my physician reviewer, who I know personally (it’s worth 
repeating), and I need to talk about the case. The biggest mistake in 
Correctional Utilization Management is conducting this communication via 
formal written letters like it would be done on the outside. We know each 
other! The most effective form of collaborating about a medical case is the 
way we usually do it: talking by telephone, emailing or meeting face to  
face. Pick up a telephone! Call! In fact, the most time efficient way to  
have discussed the MRI with my UM reviewer is to have telephoned  
or emailed before I wrote the formal UM request. 

So why is it so hard to get prison site practitioners to do this? I think it 
may be because they have learned UM on the outside, where formal 
communication is required. They think this is how it must be done in  
the prison system too. Hence their misunderstanding of the entire UM 
process. The solution is training. 

Congratulations to the New ACCP Fellows!

Dr. Nnenna Ikegbu and Dr Fred Vohr are our newest fellows. They join  
a subgroup of ACCP members who have demonstrated dedication to  

the field of correctional medicine and have stood out to our board  
as physicians who should be awarded fellowship.

If you are interested in becoming an ACCP Fellow, please review the  
criteria and submit an application. Information can be found on the  

ACCP website, www.accpmed.org.

UTILIZATION MANAGEMENT IS   

DIFFERENT IN CORRECTIONS
Dr. Jeffrey Keller, MD, FACCP,

T

Dr. Vohr and Dr. Ikegbu with President Ivens
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he ACCP has increased its involvement 
with the American Medical Association 
(AMA). In 2017, we became an affiliated 

member of the AMA, and have since been 
recognized as an organizational member in the 
Specialty Society Section (SSS). The AMA is a 
political organization of physicians that develops 
policies by which its members abide and lobbies 
governmental bodies, both state and national. 
Their policies pertain to the health and welfare of 
the people of America. They do so by developing 
resolutions approved by a vote of its member 
representatives, called delegates. The delegates are 
divided into 2 sections: those representing state and 
local medical organizations and medical societies 
and those representing specialties. We are in the 
process of becoming a delegate in the specialty 
section. It is a long process of being recognized 
and participating and attending House of Delegate 
(HOD) meetings. After actively participating for 
3 years, an organization may be granted delegate 
status. That gives the organization a powerful say  
in policies, guidelines and resolutions relating to  
the population it serves. 

I attended the last two HOD meetings. The specialty 
organizations participate by joining an established 
caucus. In our case the most appropriate caucus 
was the Preventative Medicine (PM) section. I 
attended that section meetings and was involved 

in discussing policies that affect correctional 
medicine. Our voice is being heard. I was asked 
numerous questions about ACCP and correctional 
medicine. There was an interest by other members 
of the PM section in what we do. We discussed 
ideas and presented them to the section, reference 
committees and entire HOD body. On the final 
days of the meeting, resolutions are voted on. 
Working with NCCHC, the American Association 
of Public Health Physicians, the American College 
of Preventative Medicine and others, the following 
resolutions were passed and accepted by the  
AMA-HOD:

A: Methadone Treatment of Opioid Use 
Disorders in Primary Care Settings. 

Supported language to study removing those 
administrative and/or legal barriers that hamper 
the ability of primary care physician practices to 
dispense methadone, as part of medication assisted 
treatment, and addressed the role of correctional 
health care in the primary care and public health 
ecosystems.

B: Mental Health Training Programs 
for the Corrections Officers and Crisis 
Intervention Teams for Law Enforcement.

Supported and helped develop language that 
correctional officers are trained to manage mental 
health issues and behaviors in those incarcerated 
whether there is a formal diagnosis or not. 

C: Opioid Issues
Supported the role of correctional health care in 
the primary care and public health ecosystems 
and provided information for medically assisted 
treatment in correctional facilities.

D: Opposing the Detention of Migrant 
Children 

Supported communication to accredited facilitates 
regarding protecting the health of detained 
immigrant children.

In the June, 2015 meeting of the AMA-HOD, 
resolution 511 was passed. We were very 
instrumental in that resolution which addressed 
current hepatitis C treatment. Please refer to  
the Fall 2015 issue of CorrDocs.

The AMA is a strong medical organization whose 
goal is to ensure quality medical care to all people. 
We are proud to be working with them with a 
strong relationship, so the voice of providers of 
care to those incarcerated is heard. We welcome 
all correctional providers to let us know any and 
all ideas you have how to make the practice of 
correctional medicine better. We are open to  
discuss your ideas and if appropriate, present  
them to the AMA-HOD.

ACCP SPECIALTY SOCIETY   

AMA UPDATE
By Charles Lee, MD, JD, CCHP-P (ACCP’s representative to the AMA)

T I just don’t see how you can represent these 
people. I mean what if someone killed one 
of your relatives? How would you feel 
about that?
That depends. Are you throwing in-laws in 
the mix?
I mean if . . . 
Hang on a second. How about I ask you 
a question here. What if you committed a 
crime? Wouldn’t you want to be represented 
as best as possible?
I’m not a criminal so that would never 
happen.
Ever get pulled over for speeding?
Sure but that doesn’t make me a criminal.
Well if you were going really fast that could 
have been reckless endangerment and if you 
hit someone that could have been vehicular 
homicide.
But I didn’t.
So it’s not that you’re not a criminal, it’s 
that you’re lucky.
What?

Now did you pay those speeding tickets that 
you got?
Didn’t have to. I got them thrown out. A 
buddy of mine knows someone at the DMV.
But you were actually guilty of speeding.
Yeah, but that’s not a big deal. Your clients 
do horrible things. Don’t you think 
representing them is immoral?
(Pause)
Sorry I was just waiting for you to follow 
that up with “no offense”. To answer your 
question, no I don’t find it immoral, in 
fact I think representing indigent criminal 
defendants is paradoxically the most moral 
thing an attorney can do.

Wait a minute you’re trying to say that 
representing these scum balls is moral?
Unquestionably. There’s a number of 
sociological reasons and there’s the need 
to keep power in check. There’s also the 
principle that for every guilty person not 
defended properly precedent can be set that 
might lead to an innocent person going to 
jail. 
But the reason that I represent these 
scum balls as you say, is simply because 
everyone’s a scum ball but some people just 
have nicer clothes.
Huh. 
(Wait for it -)
Hey. I have nice clothes.
Exactly. 

In Defense of Criminal Defense from 
Page 8...
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